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Abstract chemical thrusters.

Significant improvements in arcjet thruster For example, mission studies have indicated that to
efficiency are required to meet future mission be competitive, a H2 arcjet must achieve a minimum
requirements for orbit maneuvering, repositioning, of 1000 seconds Isp and thrust efficiencies on the
and transfer capabilities. In this work, a combination order of 40% with sufficient life to meet the trip
of experimental and analytical tools have been used time requirements. Arcjets have an application in
to design and evaluate advanced anode geometries for Electric Orbit Transfer Vehicle (EOTV) and/or
hydrogen arcjets. These anode designs seek to control Electric Orbit Maneuvering Vehicle (EOMV)
frozen flow and thermal losses utilizing changes in missions if the technology can meet these goals:
nozzle expansion contours and regenerative 1. The thrust efficiency (1) can be improved
techniques. Tests of these concepts have from a nominal 30-35 % to approximately
demonstrated an increase in thrust efficiency of over 40-50%,
five percentage points when compared to
conventional anode performance. 2 Isp's greater than 1000 seconds can be
Introduction achieved at these efficiencies, and

3. Thruster lifetimes greater than 1500 hours
Arcjet thrusters offer significant savings in satellite are demonstrated.
propulsion system mass for a variety of missions
ranging from north-south stationkeeping to orbit These goals represents a formidable technical
maneuvering to orbit transfer. For many mission challenge and perhaps even a quantum leap in
scenarios, this reduction in on-orbit mass enables technology. We believe that these performance
launches with less expensive boosters than required objectives can be met through careful thruster design
by other on-orbit propulsion systems. With flight with special attention paid to the management of
qualification of the low power arcjet in 1991(1) for frozen flow and thermal losses.
north-south stationkeeping, attention has turned
toward the improvement of present technology and EOTV Performance Requirements
investigation of new concepts to meet the
performance requirements of orbit maneuvering, For low thrust orbit transfers, trip times are

repositioning, and transfer. Improvement in both measured in months. This is a major departure from
specific impulse (Isp) and thrust efficiency (l,) at current practice which requires anywhere from a few

power levels ranging from 2 kW to 30 kW are hours to several weeks for a satellite to reach its

required to accomplish these goals. Moreover, final orbital position. Trip time is therefore
hydrogen (H2) has emerged as the propellant of considered a serious constraint and is usually limited

choice for many such missions due to potential to approximately 180 days in mission studies. Some

improvements in on-orbit storage and the direct studies are being performed which indicate that trip
increase in Isp. Even considering the increase in Isp times of up to one year may be acceptable for certain
with the use of H2 propellant, the performance of satellite constellation deployments, but this figure
conventional arcjet thruster geometries must be will be strongly user dependent. Because of the

significantly improved to compete favorably with radical change in deployment strategy and user
reluctance to embrace such changes, a maximum of
180 days is probably a good target.

* Staff Engineer A short trip time places a premium on the amount of
** Project Manager thrust generated by the EOTV. At the same time, the

t Senior Development Engineer cost of the solar arrays which provide the power to
$ Staff Electric Propulsion Scientist the arcjets acts to limit the amount of power which
§ Developmen t Engineer
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can be provided. In combination, these two efficiency hydrogen arcjet would yield a cost savings
constraints require that the thrust to power ratio of $7.88M.

(T/P) be maximized.
In summary, T1 is a parameter with far-reaching

At a fixed Isp , an increase in efficiency will result in effects on arcjet performance, including thrust, Isp

an increase in T/PQ. This manifests itself in one of and lifetime. In turn, improved arcjet performance

two ways for mission performance, either the trip yields significant improvements in SEOTV trip

time will be reduced for the same EOTV power or time, launch costs, and maximum payload. Efficiency

the same trip time can be achieved for less EOTV improvement is a vital step toward broadening the

power. Most mission studies treat efficiency in this applicability of arcjet thrusters into the arena of

fashion, i.e. an increase in efficiency for all other primary propulsion.

conditions fixed results in lower trip time.
Critical Design Issues: Conventional Thrusters

The specific energy (Pfril) an arcjet achieves has Key Physical Processes
been established as an important operational Some of the most important physical processes
parameter affecting thruster Isp and lifetime.( 2 ) At within the arcjet are illustrated in Figure 2. Our
fixed (Pdi/ri), Isp will increase with fl, enabling an approach relies on understanding the relationship

increased propellant mass savings. Operation at fixed between these processes as well as the underlying

Isp, on the other hand, will lower the P fIrh. physics. In a "conventional" arcjet configuration, the

required which may be desirable to extend the cathode is a simple pencil-shaped tungsten rod

lifetime of the thruster. The example shown Figure separated from the anode walls by a gap roughly

1 illustrates this effect. A cost optimization was equal to the constrictor diameter. The anode s a

performed at McDonnell Douglas Aerospace simple convergent-divergent nozzle with a

(MDA) comparing hydrogen arcjet SEOTVs with constrictor length approximately equal to its

current launch systems( 3 ) Current launch system diameter. The energy which is deposited in the

plasma by ohmic heating is converted to internal,capabilities are shown in the shaded regions. For plasma by ohmic heating is converted to internal,
arcjet SEOTVs, the mission analysis and cost kinetic, and chemical energy (Zone 1). This energy is

arcjet SEOTVs, the mission analysis and cost .
distributed to the surrounding propellant via heat

optimization codes yielded a specific cost ($/kg) dtrnsfed diffusion of eleg rolant via her
minimum of $66,000 per kg of payload delivered to t a
GEO. The maximum payload value for the Delta energetic species as the plasma moves through the
GEO. The maximum payload value for the Delta

constrictor (Zone 2). In the initial expansion regionlauncher was found to be 1650 kg. Using empirical
St (Zone 3), the electric field strengths and plasma

T/P0 . curves, the arcjet Isp and Ti at this cost density decrease markedly as the plasma begins its
optimum point was determined to be 1020 sec and 44 expansion to ambient space conditions.
%, respectively. When the arcjet efficiency in this Recombination of charged and atomic species
point design case is increased to 50 percent, the Isp ecomes an important feature of this region. Finally,

becomes an important feature of this region. Finally,
increases (at fixed Pflil) to 1088 sec. This allows at sufficiently low field strengths and particle
110 kg of additional payload to be delivered to GEO collision rates, the conversion of internal to kinetic
for the same launch cost, thus lowering the specific energy accelerates (Zone 4).
cost to approximately $61,000 per kg of payload. The
maximum Delta payload is also increased from 1650 Conventional Anode Performance Measurements
kg to 1760 kg, making the Delta capable of launching The anode geometry illustrated in Figure 3 will
most Atlas 2AS payloads. serve as the baseline configuration for future

comparisons. It has a thirty degree subsonic
MDA concluded that the Delta SEOTV was only convergence angle, a twenty degree supersonic
marginally competitive with the Atlas 2AS based on divergence angle, a 0.050" (0.127 cm) constrictor
the current empirically derived arcjet performance. diameter, a length-to-diameter ratio of 1.0, and an
The increased efficiency of the arcjet (6 percentage exit-to-constrictor area ratio of 250. The measured
points) is enough to make the Delta/EOTV performance parameters of a laboratory 10 kW H2
combination look promising compared to the Atlas arcjet thruster using this anode-cathode arrangement
2AS. Its specific costs are approximately $3000/kg are shown in Figures 4 through 6. The data labeled 1
to $10,000/kg lower than the Atlas 2AS. This means and 2 were taken in Cell 11 of RRC's test facility
for a 1750 kg payload, the Delta/SEOTV with a high with the same anode and thruster body, but separated
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by a time period of approximately 10 months. The respectively. Heat transfer to the background gas
test facility and its associated instrumentation are was calculated using a free molecular model. These
described in detail in Reference 4. losses amounted to less than ten percent of the

thermal losses. Finally, losses through mechanical
As illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, a maximum in TJ at connections were calculated assuming simple
fixed power occurs as the specific energy (Pjrh) is conduction through the solid connections. Pairs of
increased. The Isp varies as (Pnril)1/2, showing thermocouples were attached to all such supports to

cre g b t wh icre P F t provide a measure of the thermal gradients. Indecreasing benefit with increasing Pdlit For this general, this rate was small compared with the other
thruster, the maximum is approximately 34% and two categories.
occurs at a specific energy of 150 MJ/kg. The strong
dependence of l on mass flow rate (ri) is typical for Ionization losses were also measured for the
these anodes operating at constant power. Curves operating conditions shown in Figure 7 These losses
representing different power levels follow the same were calculated from spectroscopic emission
trend, but are shifted toward higher efficiencies as measurements which are discussed in detail in
the power level (and rh) increases. Finally, Figure 6 Reference 4. The derived electron/ion number density
displays the V-I operational characteristic for both profiles were then used with a bulk average exhaust
series of 10 kW tests. velocity to calculate the rate of ionization energy

lost. Figure 7 shows relatively little change in
Energy Transfer Processes ionization losses with increasing power and flow
In this section we briefly describe specific efforts to rate at P'rih = 150 MJ/kg specific energy. This
sort out the various energy transfer mechanisms at result, in conjunction with the thermal efficiency
work in the arcjet and in particular, the variations estimates described above and the measured thrust
described above. A more detailed discussion of this efficiency, indicates increasing losses in the "other"
approach may be found in Reference 4. Thermal category with increasing power. Although other
losses are defined as the portion of the input frozen flow losses, e.g. vibrational energy, may not
electrical energy that does not go into the exhaust negligible, this category is dominated by dissociative
plasma, but rather into heating the arcjet structure, losses.
Three categories of thermal loss were considered in
this investigation: The most important conclusion from these

1. Radiation to the surroundings, measurements are that thermal and frozen flow
2. Co n t h m l losses offset each other in such a way that Ti changes2. Conduction through mechanical

connections, and very little over a wide range of thruster operating
conditions.

3. Convective transfer to background gas.
Performance Sensitivity to Certain Geometrical

To estimate these losses, detailed temperature maps Properties
of a 10 kW thruster operating at 150 MJ/kg were The objective of this effort was to evaluate the
obtained using thermal imaging for the high sensitivity of the overall efficiency to simple
temperature (i.e., emitting) regions and changes in anode geometry. Our ultimate goal is to
thermocouples for the cooler regions. With the arrive at design concepts which significantly affect
assumption of steady state operation, the thermal the thermal loss-frozen flow energy trade described
fluxes were then estimated across the surfaces of a above. Since the relative importance of each loss
control volume surrounding the arcjet. mechanism varies as the operating conditions change

(e.g, Pn/rii rm, Pn, etc.), numerical simulations have
Radiative transfer, the largest category, was been used to evaluate the relative merit of each
estimated using a finite element thermal code concept, to provide design criteria, and to guide the
(TMG 5 ) and measured surface temperatures. In this proof-of-concept tests. This was accomplished
analysis, the arcjet surface is divided into panels and through a parametric study using predictions of the
the rate of radiative transfer to surroundings at 150 baseline anode performance for comparison.
OF is calculated. The estimates shown in the Figure 7
were calculated assuming a constant emissivity of The numerical model used in these studies
0.32 for tungsten and 0.2 for TZM surfaces, (KARNAC), has been described in a number of
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previous publications.( 6 ),( 7 ),(8 ) It is a nonsteady, encountered as a result of energy transport and anode

finite volume code which solves the single fluid lifetime will emerge as the critical issue.

equations for a plasma with finite rate chemistry and
high temperature transport properties. In addition, The predicted changes in H+ and H mole fractions as
the solutions for the anode and plasma energy have dc is reduced from 0.127 cm (0.050") to 0.102 cm

been physically coupled so that anode and plasma (0.040") run contrary to intuition. Larger constrictor
temperatures as well as energy fluxes at the anode- diameters appear to be more efficient in the recovery
plasma and the anode-space boundaries are self- of H-atom via recombination of H+. Although the
consistent. It must be noted here, however, that pressure increases by a factor of approximately 1.5 as
KARNAC does not yet model either swirl or the diameter is decreased, the centerline temperature
diffusive transport of mass or energy, any of which also increases by almost 2.0 so that the net
may be important in regions where high gradients or production/destruction of species is not appreciably
long fluid transit times exist. Although recent altered. Thus, decreasing dc does not promote greater
comparisons with laser induced fluorescence (LIF) recombination of ions and atoms, but rather
measurements at Stanford University have shown generates higher plasma temperatures and pressures.
excellent agreement between predicted and measured This stands to reason since for the same dissipation
exhaust velocity profiles of a low power H2 arcjet, (i.e., 10 kW) the decreased flow area demands higher
significant differences between measured and current densities and higher energy transfer rates via
predicted exhaust temperature profiles remain charged-neutral particle collisions.
unresolved.( 9 ) The neglect of mass and energy
diffusion, particularly at the arc root, may be the The conclusion reached from this investigation is
cause of such discrepancies, that the predicted gains in efficiency achieved by

decreasing the constrictor diameter most probably

The sensitivity of arcjet performance to changes in result from a reduction in the anode thermal flux,

constrictor diameter (dc), expansion half angle (a), rather than a net decrease in frozen flow losses.

and area ratio (Ae/Ac) were considered. The approach E H A T p c
Expansion Half Angle: The predicted changes in

was first, to demonstrate the possibility of .was first, to demonstrate the possibility of distribution of ohmic dissipation and recombination
improved performance, and second, to indicateroved performance, and seon, to incae energy (i.e., chemical power) were investigated for
relative performance improvements due to changes in

expansion angles of 7°, 10°, and 20° and an expansionkey length scales. The H2 arcjet operating conditions aion a of , 10 and an expasionratio (Ae/Ac) of 50. The conclusions of this
were set at 10 kW and a P0

1 il of 150 MJ/kg for all investigation are summarized below:
simulations. The baseline constrictor diameter and
the overall area ratio were set to 0.127 cm (0.050") 1. The distribution of the ohmic dissipation is

to 250, respectively. The anode divergence angle was affected by the available anode surface area

200. Due to the large amount of data produced, the and the current distribution. The region of

following discussion will be limited to a summary peak dissipation is essentially unaffected by

of our findings. the expansion angle and extends into the
constrictor region. The subsequent rate of
dissipation remains relatively constant.

Constrictor Diameter : Test experience has shown
that arcjet performance generally improves with 2. Small divergence rates increase the recovery

decreasing constrictor diameter. This comes about of chemical energy. The peak chemical

primarily because the plenum pressure must increase power increases with smaller angles and,

to maintain the specified mass flow rate. This in turn for the cas studied, occurs downstream of

affects the particle collision rates, voltage, and the constrictor exit.

current required for a given power. The simulations 3. The chemical recovery region reduces in
predict this trend, indicating that decreasing dc extent as the expansion angle decreases.
increases the thruster operating pressure and voltage. Larger expansion angles tend to freeze the
Although the peak flux increases slightly in the chemical composition and reduce the
constrictor region, the total energy transfer to the recovery of frozen flow losses.
anode decreases with dc (the surface areas vary as dc),
resulting in a lower wall temperature. In actual Area Ratio : Changes in centerline ohmic dissipation
operation, some lower limit for dc will be and chemical power for expansion area ratios of 50
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and 250 were considered. The length scale of the La=0.123 cm and the final expansion ratio set to the
ohmic dissipation region was not significantly baseline value of 250. In this figure, the axial
affected by changes in area ratio. The centerline distance of each anode has been normalized by the
dissipation for both cases fell by two orders of length from the constrictor inlet to the exit plane
magnitude within 5 diameters of the constrictor (Zmax). Values of Z/Zmax less than zero represent
exit. Larger area ratios, however, did generate more the upstream convergent section with Z/Zmax = 0
dissipation as a result of an extended arc length. A being the constrictor entrance. The discontinuities in
downstream shift in peak chemical power was also each of the power curves occur at the corners of the
indicated with increasing area ratio. This shift is initial and final expansion. Note also that negative
most probably related to changes in the current values of anode power indicate energy transfer from
density distribution. The total amount of chemical the anode to the plasma. Comparing these results to
power evolved also increased with the increase in similar predictions for the baseline anode indicates
axial length and fluid residence time associated with that an initial expansion region with angle less than
larger expansion ratios. the baseline value of 200 will result in increased

thermal losses. Furthermore, these estimates show
Advanced Concepts that thermal losses for an anode with an initial

expansion angle a = 30 would be less than that ofMaking use of the physical picture provided by the either a 7 or a 5anode. These curves also indicate
measurements and numerical simulations described

above, two "advanced" anode design concepts were the possibility that some optimum for a exists for

formulated and tested. These involve a two-stage each La.
expansion anode (bi-exit) and the combined use of bi-
exit and regenerative design approaches. The Figure 10 illustrates the distribution of H+ (or E)
rationale for each design concept and their as a function of axial distance for the same operating
performance are discussed below, conditions. Smaller values of a promote

recombination of the ions and directly reduce frozen
Biangle Expansion Anodes flow losses. Exit plane mole fractions for both a =
The idea underlying the biangle design is to provide a 3° and 70 fall below the baseline estimates. The
region of relatively high density and long transit sensitivity of frozen flow losses to the choice of a,
time to recover frozen flow losses. To improve however, is not yet clear since the expansion length
performance, however, the rate of expansion must be for these calculations was set to a small value (La =
rapid enough to delay significant heat transfer. The 0.123 cm). Variations of a for larger La need to be
length of the initial expansion section (La) as well explored further.
as its rate of increase in cross sectional area are
therefore parameters critical to the bi-exit anode The choice of La represents the most sensitive
performance. A schematic of a bi-exit anode is parameter for controlling frozen flow losses.
illustrated in Figure 8. The entrance and constrictor Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the anticipated changes
regions are similar to the baseline anode (Figure 3). in performance for two different initial expansion
The diverging portion of the nozzle is separated into lengths, La= 0.123 and 1.37 cm and an expansion
two distinct regions. The first region has a slowly angle a = 5°. Figure 11 indicates an improvement in
varying area of sufficient length to permit frozen flow efficiency compared to the baseline case
significant recombination. The second region is as La is increased. Unfortunately, greater La also
essentially a rapid expansion to ambient conditions promote increased thermal losses so that the gain in
to minimize further thermal and viscous losses, internal energy may be lost to the anode walls before
Although a two-step expansion geometry has been it can be converted to useful thrust. The predicted
used here for illustration, any number of smoothly anode heat flux distributions shown in Figure 12
varying contours utilizing the same principles could foretell this effect. The thermal loading of the
achieve the same effect. longer initial expansion greatly exceeds both the

baseline and the short expansion anode..
Performance Predictions : Figure 9 shows predicted
changes in wall heat transfer as a function of the Measured Biexit Anode Performance: Using the
initial expansion angle (a) for an H2 arcjet simulation results as a guide, two bi-exit anodes
operating at Pdril of 150 MJ/kg and a power of 10 were fabricated with initial expansion lengths of
kW. The initial expansion length has been fixed at 0.123 (Ll)and 0.398 cm (L2) respectively. Each anode
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had a nominal initial expansion angle of 5°. The efficiency by recovering the additional thermal

measured bi-exit anode performance generally losses incurred .
follows the trends predicted by the numerical
model. Figures 13 and 14 present measured Isp and T A performance optimization of the regenerative

for each anode for a range of Pd~il As indicated, the anode design was not attempted due largely due to

L2 anode demonstrated a higher efficiency than either the complexity of the problem. The actual

the baseline or L1 anode -- particularly for low performance would be almost impossible to predict

values of Pri At Pd-i 's approaching 200 MJ/kg, a' priori without a much more complex modeling
approach. Taking the previous sensitivity studies and

the arcjet operation became erratic and anode L2 bi-exit performance as a guide, certain design
failed. It should be noted that the baseline anode was decisions were implemented:
not capable of steady operation at Pdrih = 200 1. The constrictor diameter was decreased
MJ/kg. The V-I characteristics of both bi-exit anodes from the baseline value of 0.127 cm (0.050")
at 10 kW are compared to the baseline in Figure 15. c (to 0.102 cm (0.040") to reduce thermal
Voltages increase dramatically for the bi-exit losses.
geometries as the mass flow rate increases and
correspond directly to the higher efficiencies shown 2. The initial expansion angle was set to 30 to

in Figures 13 and 14. maximize the recovery of frozen flow
losses.

Steady state surface temperatures derived from 3. An attempt was made to size the length of
thermal imaging are shown in Figure 16. These data the initial expansion region so that the
were taken at an operating power of 10 kW and plasma exiting this region was just sonic.
P-ril = 150 MJ/kg. The axial distances have been This resulted in a length of 0.3124 cm for a
normalized by the distance from the constrictor exit nominal operating condition of P ifi =150
to the nozzle exit plane (Lo). The characteristic MJ/kg at a power of 10 kW.
"bump" on each curve results from a step-up in the accomplished at a
anode's outer diameter. In each case, the temperatures al e a

half angle of 200 to an overall exit-to-
increase steadily from the constrictor region to theo e 40
exit plane. As predicted by the simulations, the L2 constrictor area ratio of approximately 400,

matching the baseline anode exit area.
anode runs significantly hotter than the baseline. The matching the baseline anode exit area.
LI anode, on the other hand, actually runs slightly

Performance Measurements: Figures 18 throughcooler. It should also be noted that even with higherformance Measurements: Figures 18 through
thermal losses, the L2 anode achieved a slightly 20 present the measured of the regenerative thruster

higher efficiency than either the L1 or the baseline at a fixed power of 10 kw for a range of Pdfi/ from

anode (Figures 13 and 14), indicating a recovery of 100 MJ/sec to nearly 200 MJ/sec. The two sets of

frozen flow losses exceeding the increase in data shown reflect an estimated shift in the cathode-

associated thermal losses. anode gap between test series. As the data of Figure
18 illustrate, the thruster efficiency improved nearly

Bi-Exit Regenerative Anodes five percentage points from 34 to 39% at Pdril =

Design Rationale: Figure 17 illustrates the basic 150 MJ/kg. The corresponding increase in Isp was

design features of the bi-exit regenerative anode. The approximately 60 sec up from the baseline value of

basic contour is that of a bi-exit anode with 1040 sec. Figure 19 presents a comparison of 1T
regenerative passages situated to transfer energy versus Pdi for the regenerative and baseline anode.
from the hotter regions of the constrictor to the Note that the maximum efficiency occurs at
incoming propellant. Although regenerative approximately 150 MJ/kg for both anodes and that
techniques have been employed in previous work(10). the regenerative performance is significantly higher
the matching of the bi-exit anode operational than the baseline over the full range of Pfrih tested.
characteristics with regenerative passages provides
unique benefits. As discussed above, the bi-exit anode Figure 20 demonstrates another major difference
contours promote higher frozen flow efficiencies, between the conventional or bi-exit geometries and
but also suffer from decreased thermal efficiency in the regenerative nozzle. The regenerative anode runs
the Pf/ri range of interest. The design objective of at a much higher voltage, and a correspondingly much
the regenerative passages is to realize a net gain in lower current. This characteristic is important to
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Fig. 7. Hydrogen Arcjet Energy Balance for a Specific Energy of 150 MJ/kg.
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Fig. 15. Bi-exit Anode V-l Characteristics Compared with Baseline Conventional Anode.
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Fig. 20. Voltage-Current Characteristics of the Regenerative and Conventional Anodes.
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